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ACADEMY

the ethan runnels
memorial scholarship
by matt shull
It was September 2008, in the early days of
Eehsipana Urban and Wilderness Survival
School. Ethan and I had started a weekly
Sunday Skills share that proved to be
instrumental in the direction of our lives.
Over the course of 5 months what began as
practicing, had turned into training and
eventually into the honing of our skills in fire
by friction, awareness, movement, camouflage, animal tracking, wilderness and urban
shelter construction as well as the vital skills
of ‘holding an upright mind’. On one
particularly frigid Sunday we chiseled a hole
in the 6” thick river ice to do a polar plunge/
hypothermia/ emergency fire course which
included immersion into the psychology of
panic and surrender. It seemed that every
class we had been running was an unforgettable engagement of the body, mind and
senses. Tonights class would prove to be the
same, but in a much subtler way.
It was Sunday February 1st 2009 at 5 PM.
We met at the boat ramp on the White River
and the Monon trail next to the Indianapolis
Art Center. I could already tell it was a
special night. The temperature had risen to
40 degrees, which, after 6 weeks of sub zero
arctic frost, qualified as t shirt weather. As
our community trickled in and the shadows

grew long, two bald eagles circled above the
floodplain where we were headed. An
electric stillness was in the air. We crossed
the river on the monon bridge and entered
the floodplain where the North and South
fork of the White River meet. Our focus
tonight would be single match fire. The
challenge would be
to use only wild
harvested materials
from a cold wet
floodplain to light a
fire with a single
match. We agreed
on a rendezvous
point on the river
bank about a half
mile upstream. We
fanned out to find
any fibrous plants
and inner tree bark
to make a tinder
bundle with. As
human figures
silently foraged, the
landscape took on a
prehistoric feel.

he noticed a leaning tree as if it was the first
tree he’d ever seen. He climbed up it like a
child on a summer day. He picked up some
dead nettle stalks and began abrading them
in his hands to make a tinder bundle. As we
moved to the beach on the Western edge of
the flood plain some of our group trickled

My mind wandered, “how much light do we
have? Are people having fun? Will anyone
be able to light a fire in the dark? I hope no
one is lost.” and so on. I began to notice
Ethan, his movements seemed to contrast my
own. He squatted to track the muskrats and
mink in the mud, he paused to listen to
birdsong in the trees, he was there in that
floodplain completely. As he got up to walk

in. Jim and Ethan found a group of
Sycamore Trees that had grown from the
single root base of an elder sycamore some
60 years ago. They stood in the middle of
that tree nest and leaned back against the
massive white trunks, looking up into the
clear dusk sky. The rich smell of Indiana
silt filled the air with the hope of spring.
Every bird and mammal seemed to
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All our friends had built their fire structures
on the dry elevated nests of the riverbank.
Ethan delighted in offering one single match
to each student. After an hour of successes,
failures, adjustments, and lessons we
gathered our group and our minds together
in gratitude. We walked out with even more
care than going in, it seemed we were now a
part of the flow of life in this habitat instead
of just visitors.
Ethan was at his best in the woods, as a
teacher of skills and more importantly as a
teacher of presence. It seemed like cruel
fate that he drowned in the river just two
weeks later. Those of us close to him saw
the distance in his eyes growing each day.
He seemed more alive and present in this
world everyday while simultaneously more
and more not of this world. But these are
the things of the Great Mystery. I do know
for certain how happy Ethan would be
knowing his example is being carried on.
The Ethan Runnels Memorial Fund is now
an active scholarship with multiple recipients
and donations each week, and for that, we
are Grateful.

The great peril of our existence lies in the fact that our diet consists entirely of souls. - inuit elder
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celebrate. King fishers rattled as they dove
into the waters, and the whistle of mallard
wings echoed up the river as they flew to
their nighttime roosts. The sky melted into
deep purples and magentas as the final
moments of light faded. I noticed that
Ethan had moved upstream to be alone.
He took all this in with tears running down
his cheeks.
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